Indicate a topic that matters to you
child development

Write down a question about it:
how does technology affect child development?

What keywords define your topic?
technology affect effect impact “child development” children

Google your topic using some of the keywords above and Evaluate!

WEB RESULT: 1
How Technology Impacts Children's Development – Thrive Global
https://medium.com/thrive-global/will-technology-ruin-your-childrens-development-663351c76974
Current (last 10 years): published 2017
Relevant: deals with my topic
Authoritative: author is an optometrist/entrepreneur
Accurate: opinion-based, no references
Purpose: publishes trendy topics for a general audience (not academic)

WEB RESULT: 2
Children, wired – for better and for worse - NCBI - NIH
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3170902/
by D Bavelier - 2010 - Cited by 178 - Related articles
Current (last 10 years): published 2010
Relevant: deals with my topic
Authoritative: authors are affiliated with known universities; clicking on authors shows other related articles
Accurate: based on an extensive bibliography, Neuron is a journal that has been active since 1988
Purpose: to share research
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